Alma Launches Special Graduation Tracking Feature to Streamline Student
Outcomes and Track Real Time Graduation Progress
Alma’s newest feature creates and monitors an unlimited number of graduation plans and
personalized student pathways through its comprehensive SIS.
PORTLAND, Ore. (April 14, 2020) – Alma Technologies is excited to announce the addition of
Graduation Tracking to its award-winning, comprehensive student information system
platform. Alma’s new Graduation Tracking feature helps create highly-flexible, completely
customized graduation plans calibrated to meet school and state requirements.
Aimed at improving student achievement, and preventing and eliminating transcript errors,
Alma Graduation Tracking feature is ready to implement for the 2020 school year. The new
Graduation Tracking tool provides transparency among students and parents and
empowers Guidance Counselors to do what they do best - engage in conversations with
students about their future aspirations. School staff, parents and teachers can generate
real time progress reports and drastically cut down on administrative hours allowing them
to focus on propelling students to and through their next academic challenge.
“Alma celebrates student progress and school achievement through our new streamlined
graduation tracking feature. For our customers, reaching their high school graduation
milestone is both a challenge and a pivotal moment; Alma is proud to provide enhanced
tools all schools can use to identify and improve gaps in graduation data and rates,” says
Andrew Herman, CEO and Founder of Alma. “Alma is a visionary company, committed to
supporting evolving K-12 education. Our software has proven easy to learn and utilize for
users at any technology skills level, which means teachers can spend more of their time
teaching and interacting with students and less time dealing with tedious administrative
tasks.”
The newly designed Graduation Tracking feature is infinitely customizable and adaptable to
meet district and state reporting requirements both online and in the classroom.

“With automated reports and easy access to student data, Graduation Tracking eliminates
the need for manual entry and saves teachers and staff hundreds and hundreds of hours
of work.” says Alma Product Manager, Kevin Flynn.
Users have one convenient place to access reliable student and class information
throughout the school year. F
 rom the convenience of your palm, view accurate student
progress, assess course requirements and prevent transcription errors in the
mobile-friendly parent and student portal.
Alma’s easy setup and user-friendly access to student data helps Guidance Counselors
monitor and gain control of students' overall advancement on the road to earning a high
school diploma. Additionally, the new graduation tracking report builder allows schools to
export student level data by graduation plan to analyze trends and patterns and identify
strategic interventions.
Alma’s newest tracking feature meets districts, schools and educators where they are at
and provides support to help take them where they are going. With automated tracking,
the new Graduation feature allows users to accurately benchmark and analyze their
students performance and highlight school and district improvements. Alma is dedicated to
competency based learning and personalized learning as long-term best practices.

About Alma Technologies, Inc.
Empower Progress. Spark Potential.
Alma builds critical SIS tooling that significantly improves school operations and empowers
educators to foster better student outcomes. to create the greatest generation of educators, so that
they can create the greatest generation of students.
Alma provides the most flexible, scalable SIS solution that can work for any district or school, and
any budget. To learn more about Alma and its features, visit www.GetAlma.com or contact
info@GetAlma.com. To request a live, custom demo or speak to a representative, click here.
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